IMPORTANT PRE-BORROW NOTICE UNDER SEC RULE 204

June 20th, 2012 - Until further notice, the following securities cannot be sold short through Goldman Sachs Execution & Clearing, L.P. without first obtaining a pre-borrow. This also applies to broker-dealer clearing clients executing trades away from the REDI System. Please contact your client coverage representative if you have any questions concerning this notice.

- ADVANCED ANALOGIC TECH INC (OTC: AATI) (Cusip: 00752J108)
- AGRIOMBIOTECH INC (OTC: ABTXQ) (Cusip: 008494106)
- AMERICAN ORIENTAL BIOENGINEERING (NYSE: AOB) (Cusip: 028731404)
- BECKMAN COULTER INC (NYSE: BEC) (Cusip: 075811109)
- BARCLAYS SHORT D LEVERAGED S&P (OTC: BXDD) (Cusip: 06740H633)
- CKX INC (OTC: CKXE) (Cusip: 12562M106)
- DEL MONTE FOODS CO (NYSE: DLM) (Cusip: 24522P103)
- DIONEX CORP (OTC: DNEX) (Cusip: 254546104)
- FUNTALK CHINA HOLDINGS LTD (OTC: FTLK) (Cusip: G36993106)
- GLOBAL LIGHT TELECOMMUNICATION (OTC: GBTI) (Cusip: 37934X100)
- GLOBAL DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY & SY (OTC: GTEC) (Cusip: 37950B107)
- HIGHLANDS INSURANCE GROUP INC (OTC: HIGPO) (Cusip: 431032101)
- KINETIC CONCEPTS, INC. (NYSE: KCI) (Cusip: 49460W208)
- KOMERCIAL BANKA AS SPONS GDR (OTC: KMBNY) (Cusip: 500459409)
- LASERCARD CORP (OTC: LCRD) (Cusip: 51807U101)
- MARTEK BIOSCIENCES CORP (OTC : MATK) (Cusip: 572901106)
- GLOBAL X FDS (OTC: MEXS) (Cusip: 37950E515)
- MICROMET INC (OTC: MITI) (Cusip: 59509C105)
- SATURNS CUMMINS ENGINE CO INC PFD 9.2500 (OTC: MJFCL) (Cusip: 80409T204)
- MCCORMICK & SCHMICKS SEAFD RES (OTC:MSSR) (Cusip: 579793100)
- PASCAL GROUP INC –NEW (OTC: PCGP) (Cusip: 702477308)
- PLAYBOY ENTERPRISES HOLDING CO (NYSE: PLAA) (Cusip: 728117201)
- PRE-PAID LEGAL SERVICE (NYSE: PPD) (Cusip: 740065107)
- RC2 CORPORATION (OTC: RCRC) (Cusip: 749388104)
- REPSOL INT'L CAPITAL LTD 7.45% (OTC: REPPRA ) (Cusip: G7513K103)
- SFIN GROUP INC (NYSE: SFN) (Cusip: 784153108)
- SINO-FOREST CORPORATION CL-A (OTC: SNOFF) (Cusip: 82934H101)
- TONGJITANG CHINESE MED CO (NYSE: TCM) (Cusip: 89025E103)
- TELEFONOS DE MEXICO, S.A. DE C (OTC: TFONY) (Cusip: 879403707)
- CTN MEDIA GROUP INC (OTC: UCTN) (Cusip: 12643W206)
- UNIVERSAL TRAVEL GROUP (NYSE: UTA) (Cusip: 91388Q202)
- VIVO PARTICIPACOES SA (OTC: VIVQ) (Cusip: 928555200)
- VIACOM INC.(OTC: VNVCL) (Cusip: 92553P300)
- VERIGY LTD. (OTC: VRGY) (Cusip: Y93691106)
- WOLEKO IND INC (OTC: WLKO) (Cusip: 977666106)
- WONDER AUTO TECHNOLOGY INC (OTC: WATG) (Cusip: 978166106)
- ZOLL MEDICAL CORP (OTC: ZOLL) (Cusip: 989922109)